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 The     school     lunch     here     at     Oakhills     is     pretty     controversial.     From     the 
 amount     of     time     we     have     to     eat,     the     seating     in     the     commons,     and     the     actual 
 food     itself.     Some     people     believe     there     are     problems     that     need     to     be     fixed 
 with     this     and     some     people     believe     everything     is     perfect     the     way     it     is. 

 Let's     start     with     the     question     of     whether     or     not 
 Oakhills     students     are     given     enough     time     to     eat.     With 
 the     hallways     as     crowded     as     they     are,     it     takes     quite     a 
 bit     of     time     to     get     from     the     other     side     of     the     building     all 
 the     way     to     the     commons     to     eat     lunch.     This     factor 
 shaves     time     off     of     the     timeframe     given     to     eat     lunch 
 dramatically,     and     some     people     even     say     they     have 
 been     dismissing     lunch     earlier     than     the     scheduled     time. 
 For     some     people     this     is     a     bigger     issue     than     others. 
 Oakhills     student     Joey     Williams     stated     “I     feel     like     as     soon     as     I     sit     down     it     is 
 time     to     leave     already,     sometimes     I     have     to     throw     away     food     that     I     didnt 
 have     time     to     eat.”     Oakhills     student     Sean     Glazer     believes     “I     have     plenty     of 
 time     to     chat     with     my     friends     and     eat.     I     see     no     problems.” 

 When     it     comes     to     the     seating     in     the     commons     for     lunch,     students 
 have     some     thoughts.     Some     believe     there     should     be     assigned     seating     so 
 that     they     dont     have     to     worry     about     the     table     they     normally     sit     at     being     taken 
 already,     and     some     are     very     happy     that     there     isnt     assigned     seating     because 
 of     the     freedom     of     being     able     to     sit     wherever     you     want.     Personally     I     like     the 
 freedom     of     being     able     to     sit     wherever     I     want     and     that     seems     to     be     the 
 majority     opinion.     Oakhills     student     Cade     Newman     says     “I     love     the 
 non-assigned     seating,     I     can     sit     with     my     friends     wherever,     whenever     I     want. 
 It     makes     things     easy.” 

 Many     believe     the     food     here     at     Oakhills     is     an     upgrade     from     the     middle 
 school     lunch.     Oakhills     student     Jacob     Zimmerly     reports     that,     “personally     my 
 favorite     is     the     buffalo     bites.     They     are     perfect,     it's     almost     like     they     came     from 
 a     five     star     restaurant”.     I     dont     know     if     they     are     that     good,     but     they     are     pretty 
 good.     Oakhills     student     Joey     Williams     stated     “I     could     eat     10     of     the 



 cheeseburgers     in     one     lunch     if     we     had     enough     time.”     I     tried     to     interview 
 someone     who     didnt     like     the     lunch,     but     I     honestly     could     not     find     anyone! 

 With     all     of     these     different     opinions     it     makes     for     an     interesting     topic     to 
 talk     about.     Will     the     lunch     improve?     Will     it     get     worse     in     the     future?     Will     the 
 prices     go     up?     Will     we     get     assigned     seating?     I'm     not     sure,     what     do     you 
 think? 


